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Abstract. Biases can arise and be introduced during each phase of a
supervised learning pipeline, eventually leading to harm. Within the task
of automatic abusive language detection, this matter becomes particu-
larly severe since unintended bias towards sensitive topics such as gender,
sexual orientation, or ethnicity can harm underrepresented groups. The
role of the datasets used to train these models is crucial to address these
challenges. In this contribution, we investigate whether explainability
methods can expose racial dialect bias attested within a popular dataset
for abusive language detection. Through preliminary experiments, we
found that pure explainability techniques cannot effectively uncover bi-
ases within the dataset under analysis: the rooted stereotypes are often
more implicit and complex to retrieve.
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1 Introduction

Biases can arise and be introduced during each phase of a supervised learning
pipeline, eventually leading to harm [41, 17]. Within the task of automatic abu-
sive language detection, this matter becomes particularly severe since unintended
bias towards sensitive topics such as gender, sexual orientation, or ethnicity can
harm underrepresented groups. The role of the datasets used to train these mod-
els is crucial. There might be multiple reasons why a dataset is biased, e.g., due
to skewed sampling strategies or to the prevalence of a particular demographic
group disproportionately associated with a class outcome [30], ultimately estab-
lishing conditions of privilege and discrimination. Concerning fairness and biases,
in [24] is conducted an in-depth discussion on ethical issues and challenges in
automatic abusive language detection. Among others, a perspective analyzed is
the principle of non-discrimination throughout every stage of supervised ma-
chine learning pipelines. Several metrics, generic tools, and libraries such as [8,
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39] have been proposed to investigate fairness in AI applications. Nevertheless,
the solutions often remain fragmented, and it is difficult to reach a consensus
on which are the standards, as underlined in a recent survey by [9], where the
authors criticize the framing of bias within Natual Language Processing (NLP)
systems, revealing inconsistency, lack of normativity and common rationale in
several works.

In addition to fairness, another crucial aspect to consider related to these
complex models used on high-dimensional data lies in the opaqueness of their
internal behaviour. In fact, if the dynamics leading a model to a certain au-
tomatic decision are not clear nor accountable, significant problems of trust for
the reliability of outputs could emerge, especially in sensitive real-world contexts
where high-stakes choices are made. Inspecting non-discrimination of decisions
and assessing that the knowledge autonomously learned conforms to human val-
ues also constitutes a real challenge. Indeed, in recent years working towards
transparency and interpretability of black-box models has become a priority [21,
11]. We refer the reader to the introduction conducted in [23], where authors
cover selected explainability methods, offering an overall description of the state-
of-the-art in this area.

Few approaches in the literature are at the intersection of fairness and ex-
plainability. In [1], through a user study, authors investigate the effects of expla-
nations and fairness on human trust, finding that it increased when users were
shown explanations of AI decisions. [6] develops a framework that evaluates
systems’ fairness through LIME [34] explanations and renders the models less
discriminating, having identified and removed the sensitive attributes unfairly
employed for classification. A model-agnostic strategy is proposed in [45]: from
a biased black-box it aims at building a fair surrogate in the form of decision
rules, guaranteeing fairness while maintaining performance. In [4] is described a
Python package that allows for model investigation and development following
a responsible ML pipeline, also performing bias auditing. We refer the reader to
the review conducted in [2], where authors collect works that propose strategies
to tackle fairness of NLP models through explainability techniques. Generally,
authors found that, although one of the main reasons for applying explainability
to NLP resides in bias detection, contributions at the intersection of these ethical
AI principles are very few and often limited in the scope, e.g., w.r.t. biases and
tasks addressed.

Given these evident socio-technical challenges, significant trust problems
emerge, mainly regarding the robustness and quality of datasets and the related
trustworthiness of models trained on these collections and their automated deci-
sions. This work aims to investigate whether explainability methods can expose
racial dialect bias attested within specific abusive language detection datasets.
Racial dialect bias is described in [14] as the phenomenon whereby a comment
belonging to African-American English (AAE) is more often classified as offen-
sive than a text that aligns with White English (WE). For example, in [38], it
is shown that annotators tend to label as offensive messages in Afro-American
English more frequently than when annotating other messages, which could lead
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to the training of a system reproducing the same kind of bias. Paradoxically, the
systems learn to discriminate against the very demographic minorities they are
supposed to protect against online hate, for whom it should help in creating a
safe and inclusive digital environment.

To explore this issue, we chose the collection presented in [19] that gathers
social media comments from Twitter manually annotated through crowdsourc-
ing. The advantage of having data labelled by humans resides in the annotation’s
precision. However, it is a task that requires domain knowledge and can be very
subjective [5] and time-consuming. We chose this dataset since it has been shown
to contain racial dialect bias, introduced by the human annotator, who demon-
strates a disparate treatment against certain dialect words [14]. For example,
suppose terms belonging to the African-American language variant are used in
the social media post. The instance is often more likely to be classified as abusive,
even when, in fact, the content expressed is neutral, endorsing the importance of
specific word variants rather than the offensive charge of the sentences. The focus
of this work thus lies also in the impact on human annotation data, which can
introduce different problems into the information formalized from the texts. As
a result, the emerging biases propagate to the models drawn from these skewed
collections. The quality of the annotation, and thus the models learned on these
data, are significantly affected.

In this work, we adopt a qualitative definition of bias strongly contextual
to abusive language detection and the type of unfairness we are investigating.
We define as bias the sensitivity of an abusive language detection classifier con-
cerning the presence in the record to be classified of terms belonging to the
AAE dialect. Specifically, a classifier is considered biased or unfair if it tends
to misclassify as abusive AAE records more often than those characterized by
a white alignemnt linguistic variant. To understand whether these biases affect
a model’s outputs, we rely on explainability techniques, checking which aspects
are relevant for the classification according to the model and the data on which it
was trained. Suppose the explanation techniques give importance to misleading
terms, not semantically or emotionally relevant. In that case, the explanation
methods are effective for this debugging since they highlight how the knowledge
learned from the model is neither reliable nor robust, revealing imbalances, pos-
sibly resulting from skewed and unrepresentative training data. Therefore, the
question we try to answer is focused on testing if purely explanation techniques
can identify biases in models’ predictions inherited from problematic datasets.
Specifically, according to our hypotheses, we would like to highlight those models
demonstrate biases based on latent textual features, such as lexical and stylistic
aspects, and not on the actual semantics or emotion of the text.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly present
necessary background knowledge. In Section 3, we conduct preliminary experi-
ments to assess the effectiveness of explainability techniques application for eval-
uation and bias elicitation purposes. Finally, Section 4 discusses the limitations
of our approach and indicates future research directions.
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2 Setting The Stage

The following section reports the main methods and techniques leveraged in
this contribution. We start by describing the AI-based text classifiers predicting
the abusiveness, and then we proceed to the explanations algorithms used to
interpret model outputs.

2.1 Text Classifiers

The task of detecting and predicting different kinds of abusive online content
in written texts is typically formulated as a text-classification problem, where
the textual content of a comment is encoded into a vector representation that is
used to train a classifier to predict one of C classes.

Of course, when dealing with textual data, it is of utmost importance to
consider both the suitable type of word representation and the proper type of
classifier. Since traditional word representation (i.e., bag-of-words model) encode
terms as discrete symbols not directly comparable to others [25], they are not
fully able to model semantic relations between words. Instead, word embeddings
like Word2vec [29], BERT Embeddings [16] and Glove [32] mapping words to
a continuously valued low dimensional space, can capture their semantic and
syntactic features. Also, their structure makes them suitable for deployment
with Deep Learning models, fruitfully used to address NLP-related classification
tasks. Among the available NLP classifiers (e.g., Recurrent Neural Networks like
LSTM [22]), recently, in the literature have been introduced the so-called Trans-
former models that, differently from the previous ones, can process each word in a
sentence simultaneously via the attention mechanism [44]. In particular, autoen-
coding transformer models such as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) [16] and the many BERT-based models spawning from
it (e.g., RoBERTa [26], DistilBERT [37]), has proven that leveraging a bidi-
rectional multi-head self-attention scheme yields state-of-the-art performances
when dealing with sentence-level classification.

Abusive Language Detection Automatic abusive language detection is a task
that emerged with the widespread use of social media [24]. Online discourse often
assumes abusive and offensive connotations, especially towards sensitive minori-
ties and young people. The exposition to these violent opinions can trigger po-
larization, isolation, depression, and other psychological trauma [24]. Therefore,
online platforms have started to assume the role of examining and removing hate-
ful posts. Since the large amount of data that flows across social media, hatred is
typically flagged through automatic methods alongside human monitoring. Sev-
eral approaches have been proposed to perform both coarse-grained, i.e., binary,
and fine-grained classification. As noted, pre-trained embeddings such as con-
textualized Transformers [43], and ELMo [33] embeddings are among the most
popular techniques [47]. For this reason, we adopt BERT in the experiments
presented in the following sections.
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2.2 Post-hoc Explanation Methods

Following recent surveys on Explainable AI [21, 11, 20, 18, 31, 27, 36], we briefly
define the field to which the explainers we use in this contribution belong, i.e.,
post-hoc explainability methods. This branch pertains to the black-box expla-
nation methods. The aim is to build explanations for a black-box model, i.e., a
model that is not interpretable or transparent regarding the automatic decision
process due to the complexity of its internal dynamics. Post-hoc strategies can
be global if they target explaining the whole model, or local if they aim to explain
a specific decision for a particular record. The validity of the local explanation
depends on the particular instance chosen, and often the findings are not general-
izable to describe the overall model logic. In addition, the explanation technique
can be (i) model-agnostic, i.e., independent w.r.t. the type of black-box to be
inspected (e.g., tree ensemble, neural networks, etc.), or (ii) model-specific, in-
volving a strategy that has particular requirements and works only with precise
types of models. Thus, given a black-box b and a dataset X, a local post-hoc ex-
planation method ϵ takes as input b and X and returns an explanation e for each
record x ∈ X. Returning to the general definition of post-hoc explainability, we
now introduce more formally the objective of these methods. Given a black-box
model b and an interpretable model g, post-hoc methods aim to approximate the
local or global behaviour of b through g. In this sense, g becomes the transpar-
ent surrogate of b, which can mimic and account for its complex dynamics more
intelligibly to humans. The approaches proposed in the literature differ in terms
of the input data handled by b (textual, tabular); the type of b the interpretable
technique can explain; the type of explanator g adopted (decision tree, saliency
maps).

In the following, we briefly present the explanation techniques we chose to
adopt. Specifically, Integrated Gradients and SHAP are used locally and globally,
as described in Section 3.4.

Integrated Gradients Integrated Gradients (IG) [40] is a post-hoc, model-
specific explainability method for deep neural networks that attributes a model’s
prediction to its input features. In other words, it can compute how relevant a
given input feature is for the output prediction. Differently from mostly attri-
bution methods [42, 7], IG satisfies both the attribution axioms Sensitivity (i.e.,
relevant features have not-zero attributions) and Implementation Variance (i.e.
the attributions for two functionally equivalents models are identical). Indeed,
IG aggregates the gradients of the input by interpolating in small steps along the
straight line between a baseline and the input. Accordingly, a large positive or
negative IG score indicates that the feature strongly increases or decreases the
model output. In contrast, a score close to zero indicates that the feature is irrel-
evant to the output prediction. IG can be applied to any differentiable model and
thus handle different kinds of data like images, texts, or tabular ones. Further,
it is adopted for a wide range of goals like: i) understanding feature importance
by extracting rules from the network; ii) debugging deep learning models perfor-
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mance and iii) identifying data skew by understanding the important features
contributing to the prediction.

SHAP SHAP [28] is among the most widely adopted local post-hoc model-
agnostic approaches [11]. It outputs additive feature attribution methods, a form
of feature importance, exploiting the computation of Shapley values for its expla-
nation process. High values indicate a stronger contribution to the classification
outcome, while values close to or above zero indicate negligible or negative con-
tribution. The importance is retrieved by unmasking each term and assessing
the prediction change between the score when the whole input is masked versus
the actual prediction for the original input. SHAP can also compute a global
explanation over multiple instances and provides, in addition to the agnostic
explanation model, the choice among different kernels, according to the specifics
of the ML system under analysis.

3 Preliminary Experiments

In this section, we present the experiments3 conducted to assess the effective-
ness of explainability techniques application for evaluation and bias elicitation
purposes.

3.1 Dataset Description

As dataset, we leverage the corpus proposed in [19], which collects posts from
Twitter. The collection includes around 100K tweets annotated with four labels:
hateful, abusive, spam or none. Differently from the other datasets, it was
not created starting from a set of predefined offensive terms or hashtags to re-
duce bias, which is a main issue in abusive language datasets [46]. This choice
should make this dataset more challenging for classification. The strategy con-
sisted of a bootstrapping approach to sampling tweets labelled by several crowd-
source workers and then validated them. Specifically, the dataset was constructed
through multiple rounds of annotations to assess raters’ behavior and usage of
the various labels. The authors then analyzed these preliminary annotations to
understand which labels were most similar, i.e., related and co-occurring. The
result consists of the labels to retain, i.e., the ones most representative and those
to eliminate since they were redundant. From the derived annotation schema,
labelling was conducted on the entire collection. For our experiments, we have
used a preprocessed data version: retweets have been deleted, so the collection
contains no duplicates; urls and mentions are replaced by ’@USER’ and ’URL,’
and the order is randomised. We also removed the spam class, and we mapped
both hateful and abusive tweets to the abusive class, based on the assumption
that hateful messages are the most severe form of abusive language and that the

3 The results of the experiments are available at
https://github.com/MartaMarchiori/Exposing-Racial-Dialect-Bias.
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term ‘abusive’ is more appropriate to cover the cases of interest for our study [12].
The dataset thus organized contains 49430 non-abusive instances and 23764 abu-
sive ones. The number of abusive records is high since it results from the union
of hateful and abusive tweets, as reported above. Besides, the class imbalance is
typical of abusive language detection datasets: it reflects the dynamics of online
discourse, where most content is not hateful. We do not introduce any other
alterations to the dataset as the intention is precisely to examine the presence
of bias in the collection as conceived and published by the data collectors.

We chose this dataset since in [3] is identified as a relevant source of racial
dialect bias. As [3] claim, although this kind of bias is present in all of the
collections investigated in their work, it is far more robust in the Founta dataset
[19]. The authors trace this problem by making several assumptions. One reason
may lie in the annotations not being conducted by domain experts. In addition,
the platform used to collect and curate the collection may have had a significant
impact. Therefore, a text classifier trained on this data will surely manifest a
kind of racial bias, as the set is neither representative nor fair. Following such
reasoning, the goal of this contribution focused on this collection is to assess via
explanation methods if the trained model can correctly detect the comment’s
abusiveness or if it is predicting the grade of offensiveness based on dialect terms,
i.e., manifesting an evident racial bias.

3.2 Methods Overview

Following the rationale in 2.1, we rely on a BERT-based model to predict the
abusiveness. In the following paragraph, we explain the experimental setup and
evaluation steps.

The dataset is split into ∼ 59, 000 records for training and ∼ 15, 000 for test-
ing. As for the classifier architecture, we used the pre-trained implementation
of BERT [15], i.e., bert-base-uncased, available through the library Trans-
formers4. We varied the learning rate between [2e−5, 3e−5, 5e−5]. We trained the
model for 5 epochs, finding that the best configuration was derived from the sec-
ond iteration, reaching a weighted F1-score of 94.1% on the validation set. The
performance achieved on the test set was also high (93.6% weighted F1-score).

Regarding the XAI techniques, IG’s Sequence Classification Explainer
was exploited, while for SHAP the Logit one, both with default parameters.
Details on the subsets of instances for which explanations were calculated are
provided in Section 3.4.

3.3 Local to Global Explanations Scaling

Before presenting the preliminary results, we briefly explain how we scale to a
global explanation from the local ones for IG, attempting to represent the whole
model. A straightforward way to accomplish this task consists of obtaining local

4 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
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predictions for many items and then averaging the scores assigned to each fea-
ture across all the local explanations to produce a global one. Accordingly, for
each record in the dataset, we store the local explanation, consisting of a key,
i.e., the word present in the phrase, and a value, i.e., the feature importance.
Then we average the obtained scores for each word. This process is repeated for
each class predicted by the model in such a way to find what are the words that
led the model to output a specific class.

3.4 Results

This section reports the experiments’ results to test our hypotheses. We focus
the analysis on the BERT-based abusive language detection classifier, adopting
IG and SHAP as explanation techniques.

Global Explanations We begin the analysis by illustrating the outcomes ob-
tained by IG: the results are reported in Figure 1 (a) as WordClouds. Among the
most influential words for the predicted non-abusive class, we find portrait and
creativity, followed by terms that belong to holidays, such as passport, christ-
mas, and to a positive semantic sphere (excitedly). Interesting to note that the
third most relevant non-abusive word is bitch. This behavior could be motivated
by the fact that IG gives importance to this term in phrases that the classifier
gets wrong, i.e., that it considers non-abusive when, in fact, they are. Another
possible explanation could be found in the frequent use of this word informally
with a friendly connotation in the African-American dialect, stripping this term
of its derogatory meaning in specific linguistic contexts. As we would expect,
among the most relevant terms for the predicted abusive class, we encounter in-
sults, swear words, and imprecations, such as fucked, shit, idiots, bastard, bitch,
goddamn, crap, bullshit. To note the presence of neutral words in this setting,
which acquire a negative connotation in sentences with a strong toxic charge,
such as streets, clown, pigs, ska (African-Jamaican folk music) and demographic
groups like homosexual, gay, lesbian, queer, jew.

Sub-global Explanations Although the most relevant patterns are primarily
consistent with the related sentiment, e.g., toxic words for the abusive class, from
this global overview, terms belonging to the African-American dialect did not
clearly emerge. We, therefore, isolated from the test set the comments highly
characterized by this slang, using a classifier5 specifically trained to recognize
texts belonging to the African-American English dialect [10]. The classifier works
as follows: taking in input a text, such as Wussup niggas, it emits the probability
that the instance belongs to AAE (0.87). Although authors suggest trusting
the classifier prediction when the score is equal to or above 0.80, we relax this
constraint by imposing 0.70 as bound to have a sufficiently populous subset to

5 https://github.com/slanglab/twitteraae
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(a) Whole test set.

(b) AAE subset.

Fig. 1: For each predicted class is shown a WordCloud representing the terms
that obtained the higher global scores by IG for the whole test set and for the
AAE subset respectively.

conduct preliminary sub-global analysis. We identified a cluster of only 74 AAE
records, 65 abusive, and 9 non-abusive.

The results for IG, reported in 1 (b), are not remarkable, except for the
importance of ho in the predicted non-abusive class. The hypothesis could be
the same as that underlying the importance of bitch: ho is used informally in
this slang. Among the words of lesser importance (with a score between 0.28
and 0.26) for the predicted abusive class, we find em and gotta, non-standard
variants but not highly relevant to our bias detection. For comparison, we employ
SHAP as additional explainer6 (Figure 2). SHAP already offers the possibility to
compute explanations for multiple records; therefore, we do not have to perform
the same local to global scaling applied to IG. For this predominantly abusive
subset, the most important words identified by the logit explainer SHAP are
fucked, damn, fuck, bitch, fucking, dirty, shit, dick, ass.

Since the findings concerning the evidence of racial dialect bias in this cor-
pus are not as observable as we might have expected, we decide to narrow the
investigation by focusing on local instances belonging to this subset to assess the
classifier further.

6 SHAP was not used on the entire test set (i.e., within the Global Explanations
Section) due to the high computational costs of this explainability method. It was
therefore preferred to apply it when analysing a narrower subset, i.e., in the sub-
global setting.
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Fig. 2: Explanation for the AAE subset returned by the SHAP logit explainer,
consisting of the average impact of each term for the abusive class.

Local Explanations To further investigate possible racial dialect bias, we in-
spect local instances. Specifically, we focus the analysis on sentences belonging
to the AAE subset according to different scenarios. We recall that IG returns
the explanation for the predicted class, while for SHAP we set the computation
for the abusive class according to the ground truth.

As a first exploration, we calculate the explanation for the three non-abusive
instances misidentified as abusive by the classifier (specifically, with a probability
> 0.5) precisely to assess whether there are AAE terms among the crucial words
misleading the prediction. In Figure 3, both IG and SHAP agree in finding ass
as an important term, although in these contexts it is used with a neutral conno-
tation, as is hoes, broken in both cases in ho and es. SHAP also gives importance
to the contract negative form ain’, tipically belonging to AAE writers.

Another aspect that we preliminarily investigate is the predicted abusive
instances containing the most salient words (identified by the global IG scores).
From both explanation methods, the locally most salient words in Figure 4 and
5 turn out to be ass, stupid ass, fuck, bitch. Interestingly, both methods give
importance to nigga, often split as ni gga. This kind of importance could be
misleading if this term is used with a friendly informal connotation.

Summarizing, as first insights, we can easily assess that the global explana-
tions highlight informative patterns, i.e., toxic terms for the predicted abusive
class. By preliminary assessing certain local instances, we can gather additional
findings regarding the influence of specific terms belonging to the AAE variant.
Except in these isolated cases, the explainers, and therefore the classifier, do not
seem to give importance to terms belonging to the AAE dialect. We can conclude
that, in this setting, the pure explanation techniques cannot effectively highlight
the racial bias instilled by the crowd-sourcing process, which, for this particular
dataset, is instead well documented in several works [38, 3]. Since this stereo-
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(a) IG.

(b) SHAP.

Fig. 3: Local explanation for the instance: @USER: You hoes gotta stop cutting
y’all hair it ain’t for everybody&#129315.

(a) IG.

(b) SHAP.

Fig. 4: Local explanation for the instance: Same thing with why gang members
on IG live showing guns, talking bout nigga shit...then they get arrested and say
somebody snitching.

type is highly implicit, more specific and sophisticated bias checking techniques
are needed to uncover it. Further, we see that the number of records belonging
to the AAE variant in the test set is low. Further attempts by averaging the
results from different subsets from cross-validation might yield more robust in-
sights. Therefore, further experiments are needed to explore these preliminary
hypotheses, involving individuals who speak AAE in everyday conversations and
domain experts like linguists.
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(a) IG.

(b) SHAP.

Fig. 5: Local explanation for the instance: @USER: If u came n I didn’t. I fucked
u, don’t tell ya mans you smashed me. I smashed. I beat it up, lil bitch ass nigga.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this contribution, we investigated whether explainability methods can expose
racial dialect bias attested within a popular dataset for abusive language de-
tection, published in [19]. Although the experiment conducted is restricted to a
single dataset and thus cannot directly lead to generalisable inferences, insights
from the analysis of this specific collection are relevant to start discussing the
limitations of applying explainability techniques for bias detection. The pure
explainability techniques could not, in fact, effectively uncover the biases occur-
ring in the Founta dataset: the rooted stereotypes are often more implicit and
complex to retrieve. Possible reasons for this issue include the limited frequency
of the AAE dialect identified in the test set and the shortages of explanation
methods applicable to text but mainly developed for tabular data. In agreement
with as pointed out in [2], current explainability methods applied to fairness
detection within NLP suffer several limitations, such as relying on specific local
explanations could foster misinterpretations, and it is challenging to combine
them for scaling toward a global, more general level.

For future experiments, first, we want to explore other explanation techniques
in addition to IG and SHAP, to compare whether other methods succeed bias
discovery, e.g., testing Anchor7 [35] and NeuroX8 [13]. It would also be interesting
to evaluate other transformer-based models to assess the impact of different
pretraining techniques on bias elicitation.

Overall, labels gathered from crowd-sourced annotations can introduce noise
signals from the annotators’ human bias. Moreover, it is clear that when the
labelling is performed on subjective tasks, such as online toxicity detection, it

7 https://github.com/marcotcr/anchor
8 https://github.com/fdalvi/NeuroX
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becomes even more relevant to explore agreement reports and preserve indi-
vidual and divergent opinions, as well as investigate the impact of annotators’
social and cultural backgrounds on the produced labelled data. Having access to
the disaggregated data annotations and being aware of the dataset’s intended
use can inform both models’ outcome assessment and comprehension, including
facilitating bias detection [41].
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